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RESLMKK
Los osp(‘ct,j ()s d(' FUSEy HST d(i novas ciianas en cxplosioiK's y de variables semejantes a novas presentan un 
ainplio rang(j d(' caraclra istieas. En nnos cuantos sislranas existen sefiales obvias de un viento rapido en la forma 
de los perlil('s d(' OVl seiiKjjantes a P-('ygni y de otros iones en relativamente altos estados de ionizacion. Pero 
(’stos ea,s(js son l aros. Son mas commies los sistc'inas c(jn espectros EUV que presentan una compleja mezcla 
de lineas de alto y ba jo ('slado d(' ionizacion. S(> (k'seitben intentos para reproducir los espectros utilizando el 
( (idigo do Moiita' C'arlo d(' transferi'iicia radiativa, desarrollado para modelar vientos biconicos en sistemas de 
disco.

ABSTRACT
The FUSE and HST  s])('ctra of dwarf novae in outburst and of nova-like variables exhibit a wide range of 
characli'i'istics. In a few sysl-inns, tlu'n^ an' obvious signatures of a fast wind in the form of P-Cygni-like 
prohk's of OVl and otlu'r ii'lat ivi'ly high ionization state' ions. But this is rare. More common are systems with 
LEV sp('ct,r;i showing a complex mixture of high and low ionization state lines. Here we describe attempts to 
reproduce' the spe'e tra using a Monte ('arlei raeiiative transfer code developed to model bi-conical winds in disk 
s\'st,e'ins.
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Sine e' t he original U Tv stnelies of eait ae’lysnhc vari- 
alele's. it has be'e'ii e-le'a,r that nova-like xai iable's and 
dwarf iiewa in outbursts drive winds (Heap et al. 
1!)7(S; Gree'iiste'in V Oke' DcS'i; C'eerelewa V Mason 
1!)S2). The' evieleiu'C for winds is found in 1 -̂C'vgni- 
like jirofiles of ( ’ 1\’ anel eiUier st reing re'seiiiaiu'e' lines 
in many s\'st e'ins, and in blne-shifteel ea'iit l eeiels of t he 
same line's in maii\- eithers. The blue'-edge veleie'itie's 
in swste'ins. sneh as L\ Wl and VkSba Sgr (Hartley e't 
al. 'iUO )̂ are 20()0-r)000 km s L In high-inclination 
syste'ins. the' reseinance line's aia' se'cn primarily in 
emission. Time'-re'seelve'el stnelie's of the line shape's 
slieew ie)tatienial ê ffee'ts (.Masein e't al. 1995), leading 
to qiialitati\e' picture of the' wind in terms a fast 
bipolar fle)w originating from the inner disk. A good 
description of the' wind has been very difficult to ele'- 
velop. Furthe'rmore. many the disk-dominated cat
aclysmic v'ariable's obse'ia'cel with FUSE sheew line's 
with arising from low velocity relati\'cly k)w ioniza
tion state' transitie)iis.])re'snmably arising from mate
rial further out from in the disk whose origin is still 
poorly understooel (Se'e'. e.g. Froning et al. 2001).

In an atte-mpt to develop a better understanding 
of the strne-ture of the outflow that develops around
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the disk of nova-like variables and of dwarf novae in 
outburst, we have developed a Montt' Carlo radiative 
transfer code to simulate the UV and FUV spec
tra  assuming an axially synmu'tric wind flow (Long 
V Knigge 2002). Unlike Shlosman & Vitello (1993) 
and Knigge et ah,(1995), who concentrated solely on 
modeling individual lines, usually C IV, our goal is 
to simulate the entire spectrum. The code, Python, 
invokes a Sobolev approximation with escape prob
abilities to follow photons through the wind. We do 
not attempt to calculate self-consistently the flow, 
by for example, calculating the radiative pressure, 
and modifying the flow. Instead, the wind geometry 
and flow are defined using the prescriptions of Shlos
man V Vitello (1993) or Knigge et ah, (1995). All 
cosmically-abundant elements are included. Sources 
of radiation include the disk, the white dwarf, the 
boundary layer (modeled as an additional source lo
cated at the white dwarf), and the wind itself.

Simulated spectra generated with Python resem
ble those observed with FUSE, HST, and other 
space-borne observatories. Most of the transitions 
tliat are commonly seen in CVs are seen in the mod
els with about the correct line strengths. In addition, 
the simulated spectra also indicate all of the basic 
characteristics that one would expect as system pa-
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Fig. 1. Example of a fit to the FUSE (left) and HST/GHKS (right) spectra of SS Cygni in outburst. The upper panels 
show fits to individual regions of the spectra. The lower panels are consolidated fits to the FUSE and HST  spectra. 
For clarity, the models are shown displaced above the data. The best-fit models in the two cas('s arc' similar, but not 
identical.

rameters are changed: a transition from pure absorp
tion to pure emission as the inclination is increased, 
a progression towards higher ionization state lines 
as rridisk is increased or rh^ind is decreased, and the 
proper rotational effects in line profiles as eclipses 
are simulated.

We are currently beginning an effort to construct 
large grids of models in an attem pt to determine to 
what degree the wind prescriptions built into the 
code can reproduce the spectra of specific CVs in 
a quantitative sense. As one would expect, it is 
relatively easy to fit individual lines, especially the 
strong resonance lines.

Our most encouraging results are obtained on 
lower inclination systems. For example, as shown 
in Fig. 1, we are able to fit both FUSE (900-1185 A) 
and HST/GHKS  (1150-1640 A) spectra fairly well 
with a single wind model for each. The wind pre
scriptions that fit best at present require rhyjind or 
0.01-0.1 TTidisk with a hint that the lower value is 
closer to the norm. They also favor relatively long 
acceleration lengths, as was found by Shlosman et 
ah, (1996) and by Knigge & Drew(1997) in their a t
tempts to model C IV in a number of CVs.

Others systems, particularly, those which are ob
served at high inclination, such as WZ Sge and UX 
UMa, are more problematic. This is in part because 
it is very difficult to fit both the high ionization lines 
that participate in the fast outflow and the low ion
ization lines that do not.

However, it is not yet evident that w(' have ex
plored all of the relevant portions of parameter space, 
and so it is not yet clear how well we will do in

the end. Ideally, we will find that a group of models 
in a restricted range of parameters fit the sp('ct ra of 
a variety of disks and winds. This would allow one to 
place real physical limits on the nature of the winds 
in disk-dominated cataclysmic variables.
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